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The aim of this activity is to monitor the health of corals using the Coral Health Chart in a random  
survey as research technique.

ACARA curriculum links 
Science understanding (ACSSU116)
Science inquiry skills (ACSIS124, ACSIS125, ACSIS126) 
Science as a human endeavour (ACSHE119 & ACSHE223)

Instructions 
•  The most important part of a random survey is that it is truly random: don’t pick the corals you like or because 

they are bleached. 
•  This activity can be conducted snorkelling or reef walking. If reef walking, it should be conducted on a low tide.
•  The CoralWatch Virtual Reef Activity is a useful preparation for using the Coral Health Chart in the field. 
•  The CoralWatch data slate contains all required survey details. You can also create your own data slates by 

transcribing all the information onto blank waterproof paper. Make sure you don’t miss any details!

Steps to take for a random survey
1.  Read the instructions on the back of the Coral Health Chart.
2.  Make sure you have all your equipment as listed.
3.  Start with recording survey details on your data slate: name, date, time, GPS coordinates (if    
 possible), water temperature, depth, activity and conditions.
4.  Choose how often you will measure a coral colony (e.g. every 6 steps or 2 fin-kicks).
5. Begin in a clear direction drawing an imaginary line in your direction of travel.
6.  Every 2 fin-kicks, measure the colour scores and coral type of the coral colony closest to you.
7.  Repeat this for at least 20 corals. 

Equipment
• If snorkelling - mask, snorkel and fins 
• If reef walking - booties, hat and sunscreen
• Coral Health Chart
• Waterproof data slate with pencil
• Thermometer (if available)
• Underwater camera (if available)
• Viewing tube (if available)
• GPS to record locaiton coordinates (if available)

This reef walker has chosen to survey a coral every 6 steps (or 2 metres). You can choose to survey your corals closer together 
or further apart - as long as the distance you choose is consistent throughout the survey. 

2 meters  
or 6 steps

2 meters  
or 6 steps

Coral 
NO.

Colour Code

   Lightest          Darkest

Coral type   (please tick)

  Branching        Boulder          Plate            Soft
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Reef name and country: 

Your name:
 

Date and time: 

GPS:
(if possible)

Depth: 
m / feet      

Sea temp:  
˚C / ˚F         

 
Sunny / cloudy / raining
Walking / snorkelling / diving
(please circle)

Enter all your data online at  
www.CoralwatCh.org

Your data is important to us!

Example of CoralWatch data slate. 

 Measuring coral health using random surveys
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Collect data from 20 different coral colonies  Be careful - avoid touching marine life

Stay together as a buddy team Corals are fragile - please don’t touch

Do not monitor blue corals Don’t measure the tips of corals

Growing tips of branching corals and the edges of plate corals 
are naturally pale.

Blue corals bleach differently to other corals.
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Use a GPS for location accuracy Use a torch when diving below 5 m/15 feet
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TIPS FOR CORALWATCH MONITORING
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Branching (BR)
Any branching coral, such as 

some Acropora species. 

Coral types are described by the overall shape (growth form) of coral colonies. Using the Coral 
Health Chart select the following four coral types or record what you think is the closest. 

Plate (PL) 
Any plate-like shape coral, such 

as tabular Acropora species.             

Bleached branching coral
Colour code: E1 
Coral type: Branching (BR)

Healthy branching coral 
Colour code: D5 
Coral type: Branching (BR)

Reef colour score distribution
This bar graph explains the distribution 
of colour scores that you recorded for a 
particular reef. This will tell you how healthy 
your reef is today. A healthy reef has a 
majority of scores of 3 and more. 

Coral type distribution
This pie chart shows
the percentages 
of coral types  
you included in 
your survey. 

The Coral Health Chart can be used while 
diving, snorkeling or reefwalking. You can 
choose a monitoring method that suits your 
skills, experience and location. Most people 
use the random survey method.

Random Survey – select corals randomly. 
Swim in an imaginary line and choose the 
closest coral after every second fin kick (or 
every second step when walking).  
Transect Survey – select corals by following a 
line (transect) and record your findings every 
few meters. Make sure that the transect has 
no affect on marine life. 
Easily Identified Corals – select corals 
you can easily recognise and return to. A 
permanent transect would give you the oppor-
tunity to monitor the same corals over time.

Through a validation analysis that compared 
10 years of CoralWatch data to well-established 
bleaching events, CoralWatch has developed 
an evidence-based approach classifying our 
data. Based on analyses, an email alert will 
be sent when a survey has a 70% likelihood of 
representing a local bleaching event. 

Actions 
● Conduct additional CoralWatch surveys to

confirm if a bleaching event is occurring.
● Spread the word – inspire others to help

monitor your reefs (e.g. Facebook, Twitter).
● Contact your local reef management

group to further investigate.

Transfer your findings to our global database 
by using the CoralWatch website or our 
‘CoralWatch Data Entry’ Apps. 

CoralWatch Data Entry Apps allows you to:
● Enter CoralWatch data results on your

phone.
● Record the GPS co-ordinates on the spot.
● View your survey results.
● Store your survey data, work offline and

upload at a later time.

Available in English and Bahasa Indonesia. 

 
● Due to colour loss at depth, use a torch

when diving below 5m/15 feet.
● Monitor at least 20 corals per survey.
● Use a GPS if available and record co-

ordinates OR select the location using our
Data Entry Apps or online data entry form.

● Don’t forget to record your name, country,
name of reef, date and time of survey,
depth, water temperature and weather.

● Corals are fragile animals, avoid touching
or stepping on corals.

● When diving, secure your equipment and
make sure you’re properly weighted.

Convenient DATA ENTRY using Apps Email alerts indicating POTENTIAL BLEACHING

Direct feedback on RESULTSChoose a SURVEY METHOD that suits youUsing the CORAL HEALTH CHART is easy
The Coral Health Chart records changes in 
coral colour, and provides a simple tool for 
people to monitor coral colour as an indicator 
of coral health.

Steps to take
1.  Choose a random coral and select the

lightest area.
2.  Rotate the chart to find the closest

colour match.
3.  Record the colour code on a data slate.
4.  Select the darkest area of the coral and

record the matching colour code.
5.  Record the coral type.
6.  Continue your survey with other corals.

Record at least 20 corals.
7. Submit your data using the CoralWatch

Data Entry Apps or enter online at
www.coralwatch.org.

Avoid measuring growing tips of branching 
and plate corals since they are naturally white.  
Do not monitor blue or purple corals because 
they have a different bleaching response. It’s 
simple; only choose corals with colours that 
approximately match the chart.

CORAL TYPES - just 4 to choose from

Soft (SO)
Any corals lacking a hard skeleton, 

such as Sarcophyton species.

Boulder (BO) 
Any massive or rounded coral, 
such as some Porites species. 

Colour scores
The colours on the Coral Health Chart 
are based on the actual colours of 
bleached and healthy corals. Each 
colour square corresponds to the 
concentration of symbiotic algae living 
in the coral tissue, which is directly 
linked to coral health. The lightest and 
darkest scores are recorded to allow for 
natural colour variation across the coral.

Tips

All data is publically available on the CoralWatch website. You can compare the condition of 
different reefs at any one point in time, as well as the condition of a single reef over time. 
The following graphs will be automatically generated each time you enter data.

Worldwide data
The worldmap shows where CoralWatch  
data has been collected. Currently there 
are datasets from 74 countries. Help to  
add more sites to the map.

Interpreting results
Some corals are naturally lighter than 
others. Regular surveys are needed to 
look at health over time or pick up trends 
of bleaching and recovery.  
Coral colour is just one indicator of coral 
health. Other indicators could be % coral 
cover, species diversity & richness, and 
the amount of macroalgae.
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CORALWATCH DO IT YOURSELF INSTRUCTIONS
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